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Dumbf o unding
Spiegel call* for free 6A' parking
Committee passes first violation tow
those " A " decal spaces costing
$100.
ATWATER SAID he assumes
A lop University policy-making the free space policy would apply
to
everyone who is currently
administrator has accepted a
recommendation from college getting the discount. He added
deans that the reserved parking that Spiegel feels the free spaces
spaces currently being sold to a should be "a matter of fringe
select group of administrators at benefits."
Spiegel could not be reached
the reduced rate of just over SSO
be given away free, a University for comment.
spokesman said yesterday.
Committee
member
Dr.
Parking Services Committee
Chairman Dave Atwater told Michael Cleary said the Steering
dumbfounded committee mem- Committee of Academic Council
bers at the group's Monday had been unanimous in their
meeting that
Dr.
Andrew opposition to the discount ra»es
Spiegel, executive vice-president after a discussion at the •-•omand provost, authorized the re- mittee's last meeting.
OTHER COMMITTEE memcommendation.
bers were concerned that the loss
The reserved spices are closer
io University buildings than of funds for the reserved spaces
By GAYLON VICKERS
Guardian staff W r i t e r

would force Parking Services to
boost the price of other kinds of
decals.
Security and Parking Services
Director Richard Grewe said he
would investigate this matter
before the committee's next
meeting.
In other business, the committee voted to tow parking
offenders on the first offense
beginning winter quarter.
THE NEW policy states in part
that drivers will be towed the
"first time they are caught parked either without a decal or
without an appropriate and current decal in a zoned area..."
The policy also says vehicles
will also be towed "on subsequent violations regardless of

Dr. Andrew P. Spiegel
whether or not the first ticket has
been paid."
Grewe said, "I think the threat
of being towed will drastically
reduce the number of people who
abuse the regulations."

time students to purchase decals
at part-time rates.

Dr. Edward Spanier, associate
dean of admissions for the School
of Medicine, said second year
med students spend a limited
THE COMMITTEE tabled un- amount of time on campus although
they arc registered as
il their next meeting a vote
which would allow certain full- full-time students.

I n v e s t m e n t s to pull in $ 4 0 5 , 0 0 0
By DAVE YETTER
Guardian Staff Writer

}ehm WUtMfTtmBy
A lone student •nrvnyi the !lbr*ry ehetvea.

(

tuesday
Showers Hk-Jy Tuesday and Tuesday night. Highs Tuesday in
(lie low cud mid 60s. Lows Tuesday night in the upper 4Cs and mid
SCs. Mostly cU/ody Wednesday with shewers ending. Highs from
60 to 65.
*FSU n c r o n < t * | stodact Phyllis Anne HoP found herself $2000
richer yesterday after being awarded one of 30 Arthur H. Carter
scholarships. Page 3.
Kaltw Jam BoyvrMn explores possible new game shows for
WSU television on page 4.
y

Wright State can expect to
earn approximately $405,000 this
year through interest gained
from Investments made to keep
the school financially in the
black.
Controller and Chief Fiscal
Officer Arlo D. Ragan said. "We
invested on the premise of using
both principal and interest which
allows us to have a balanced
budget."
RAGAN ADDED thai WSU
would have a deficit if not
allowed to make up the remainder of the budget in interest
boaring securities. $405,000 has
been budgeted this year as anticipated interest income.
RAGAN SAID the school is
bound by policy to invest in only
top grade securities. "We're
restricted by the policy of what
we can invest in," Ragan said.
"The investment has to be insured and have no risk to the
principal."
The types of securities WSU
may invest in are limited to
guard against high risks.
"There are three basic ways
we invest our money," Ragan
said. "One is through certificates
of deposit which are usually
bought for a specific term with a
minimum of $1.00. while another
is U.S. securities, such as
treasury bills," he said, of which
the latter are usually carried for
90 days or more.
"A THIRD wav we invest is

through top gride commercial
paper such as General Motors
Accounting Corporation. Sears
Roebuck, and other corporation
notes." said Ragan.
Commercial
notes
are
exchanged for a certain amount
of money used for a specific
amount of time in which the
company pays interest for the
use of the money.
"We've never bought paper in
a company that was not top
grade," Ragan said.
EXECUTIVE
Vice-Presidcnt
Andrew P. Spiegel said the
;
school invests s excess money
which
would
otherwise
temporarily lay dormant.
"If our subsidy comes in on
the tenth (day of the month)
we've got a payroll on the 16th.
then we have 10 days in which to
use that money to our benefit,"

Spiegel said. "We'll invest it for
what we can get."
"What we can get" usually
works out to be 6 1/2 percent on
a note carried from 30 to 270
days. according to " tgan.
"There was a low of four percent
last fiscal year but we ha>. «-en
it go as high as 12 perixni,"
Ragan said.
ANOTHER WAY of investing
money is through the endowment
program, which is a gift of
money donated by a private
source with the stipulation that
only the interest will be spent,
not the principal.
Ragan said WSU's endowment
of $30,000 is small compared to
other
universities.
"Some
schools have a large endowment
but we do not because we arc too
new."

WSU expands jammed
In an effort to ease the crowded parking situation at Wright
State University, work wis begun
yesterday on the expansion of
two p& itng lots.
THE CREATIVE Arts and
Physical Education lots will be
expanded by 200 spaces. For at
least three weeks heavy equipment will be grading, compacting
and sealing those surfaces. To
insure safety Robert Francis.
Executive Director of University
planning and operations, is
ordering sections of those lots
barricaded and parking diverted
to " K " lot.

lots

In a statement released Friday.
Francis said, "I apologize for any
inconvenience vis ited upon patrons of those lots; inconvenience
is often the price of progress.
THE " K " lot shuttle bus
departs " K " lot at 7:30 a.m. and
arrives at the rear of MUlett Hall
at approximately 7:35. This route
continues every 15 minutes
throughout the day (except 11:30
a.m., 11:45 a.m., 7:30 p.m.. and
7:45 p.m.) until the last bus
leaves " K " lot st 9:45 p.m. The
last bus leaving " K " lot on
Friday afternoon is at 5:45
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Israel whipped up nuke arsenal
NEW YORK (UPI>—Israel put tant and a former official of the
together a secret nuclear arsenal National Security Agency.
The magazine claimed the CIA
a decade ago by raiding uranium
from Europe and the United brought the Pennsylvania operaStates, according to a forthcom- tion to the attention of President
ing story in Rolling Stone maga- Lyndon Johnson in 1966, but
Jciinson ordered the then CIA
zine, released Monday,
The magazine said a specially director, Richard Helms, to keep
created commando unit orche- the matter secret.
boiling Stone said Israel's instrated four uranium hijackings
in Europe—two with the coopera- telligence service. Mossad, set
up
a special commando unit in
tion of the French and West
German
governments—and 1967 or 1968 to raid the Western
smuggled
several
hundred nuclear powers. In France, in
pounds of bomb-grade uranium early 1968, the Israelis overfrom a nuclear processing facility powered the driver of a 25-ton
truck full of uranium by firing
in Pennsylvania.
teargas cannisters into the cab.
THE COMMANDOS then
Rolling Stone said the stolen
material was used to give Israel a smuggled the uranium to clan"last-resort military alternative" destine military bases in the
Negev desert, the story said.
in its conflict with the Arabs.
Another nuclear shipment was
WRITEBS HOWARD KOHN
and Barbara Newman said their hijacked in England soon aftertwo principal sources were a wards. Rotting Stone said.
Rolling Stone said the same
highly placed Pentagon consul-

Police nab blacks
Fran United P r e * International
Seven black clergymen carrying placards reading "Ban the
Bible and detain the church as
well" were arrested Monday by
Sooth African police as they
protested last week's government crack-down on the country's anti-apartheid movement.
' The arrests t<r * place in the
heart of Johannesburg as the
clergymen tried to march to
police headquarters on John Vorster Square. They were stepped a
few blocks from their destination.
Police Maj. Gen. Oav d Eriel,
who leads the nation's riot control efforts, said the clergymen
will be charged with holding an
unlawful procession. Their identities and affiliations were not
released.
THE SEVEN MEN were protesting the dawn raids last
Thursday which police seized
nine black leaders in Soweto, the
banning &: three others and the
closing <•( the country's two
largest black newspapers.
South African government said
despite increasing pressure for
the end of apartheid in the U.N.
and the recall of the U.S. ambassador. the i8 black consciousness

groups banned last Thursday will
remain banned permanently.
Eriel said that anti-government
violence continued around South
Africa in the wake of the crackdown. Early Monday morning
some 300 black youths stoned
buses takir.g commuting worker*,
from Pretoria to the nearby
"homeland" of Bothuthatswana.
Three buses had their windows
smashed out but there were no
injuries.
ANTI-GOVERNMENT violence
also occured in Rhodesia, according to a government communique.
It said a Dutch-reformed minister and his wife were killed "in
a terrorist ambush" over the
weekend.
The report said the attack
occured while Andries Louw
Brand. 40. and his wife. Tabina
Metje Brand. 39. were traveling
between the midland towns of
Goswe and Que Que. The report
added that they were returning
"from having administered communion In the Goswe area."
THE COMMUNIQUE also said
Rhodesian troops over the weekend killed sis black nationalist
guerrillas and on" black civilian
"living with and actively assisting a terrtrist gang."

Israel agents subsequently carried out two more uranium hijackings with the cooperation of
the French and West German
governments in exchange for
cash and advanced nuclear technology. These hijackings were
•taged to disguise the transactions. it said.
ACCORDING TO THE magazine. the Israelis paid West
Germany $3.7 million and handed over scientific secrets for 200
tons of uranium that the Israelis
pirated from the cargo ship
Scheersburg A in the Mediterranean in November, 1968.
A year later, Rolling Stone
said, Israel arrived at a similar
arrangement with the French
government, bartering money
and scientific information for
more uranium. The French, who
apparently counted the deal compensation for the earlier Israeli
theft, wanted their connivance
kept secret so a second fake
hijacking was arranged, the magazine said. It gave no details.
The magazine said the Israelis
resorted to the hijackings only
after they were forced to end a
smuggling operation established
more than a decsoe earlier at the
Nuclear Materials and Equipment Corporation in Apollo. Pa
Rolling Stom said the Israelis
managed to siphon off an estimated 200-400 pounds. 90-180
kilos of enriched uranium over a
10-year period.
wmiHiiMlliHiiMiimMmnMHmiHmiHi'imii

ROME (UPD-Club-wielding
demonstrators clashed with
police Monday in Palermo.
Sicily, seriously injuring a
policeman in new protests
against the prison deaths of
three leaders of West Germany's Baadcr-Meinhof terrorist group.
The Palermo protests were
an extension of weekend violence in Italy and France in
which a Milan city councilman
was shot eight times and a
policeman was maimed by a
bomb.
Police in Palermo said the
violence began when left-wing
protesters strayed from their
authorized
demonstration
route and officials tried to
turn back the march.
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Kent arrests six
after Golding protest
KENT. Ohio (UPI)—Six persons were arrested Monday in front
ot the Student Center at Rent State University.while protesting a
court order prohibiting unauthorized rallies on campus.
Those arrested were part of a group known as "The Portage
County Citizens for Preservation of Free Speech and Assembly."
Three of those arrested were identified as Sill Arthrell. 28,
Kent, Tom Goldma*. a student at Kent State and Jerry Alter of
Kent. The other three were not immediately identified.
THE COURT order was obtained by KSU President Brage
Golding in an attempt to stop a rally on campus last Saturday by
persons protesting the construction of a gv-nnasium near the site
where four students were shot to death by nation*) Guard Troops
during an anti war demonstration on May 4, 1970.
Four persons were arrested Saturday after mounted deputies
and club-swinging police broke up the rally near the gymnasium
she.
Campus and city police and Portage County sheriff's deputies
used tear gas. horses and clubs to break up the Saturday
demonstration, involving many out-of-state persons who marched,
rallies and protested despite the court order.

Panama approves treaty
PANAMA CITY. Panama (UPI) - Panamanians approved the
new Panama canal treaties by a 2-to-l margin in voting Sunday,
leaving the future of the strategic waterway in the hands of the
U.S. Senate.
With 80 per cent of the votes counted this morning, the totals
were 374,722 in favor, 188,035 against, with 8.208 invalid ballots.
Voting officials said between 90 and 95 percent of 800.000
eligible voters in this nation of 1.7 million persons cast ballots for
or against the treaties, which turn control of the strategic
waterway and its adjacaent zone over to Panama by the year 2000.
INDIANS of the San Bias Island voted against the treaties and
for good measure, one group took down the Panamanian flag and
ran up the Stars and Stripes.
A spokesman for the Indians said they feared approval of the
treaties would hurt the tourist trade, which depends on U.S.
visitors.
The San Bias vote against the treaties was 2,533 to 2,423. San
bias was the only area which voted against the treaty.

PPB a f f e c ts non- farme rs
DETROIT (UPI)-A scientist conducting PBB tests in Michigan said
Monday his study of 102 non-farm residents showed they also may
have suffered health damage from food produced on farms in the
Dr. Irving Seiikoff, who has extensively researched effects of
food contamination on farmers and consumers, said >.is test group
was divided into 35 persons who ate food from farms not
quarantined and 67 who consumed products from farms later
isolated because of the contamination by polybrominated biphenyl,
a toxic fire retardant.
The results, he said, showed thai those buying from 'he
non-quarantined farmed suffered more health problems than the
others in the test group. Seiikoff said the findings have serious
ramifications for the entire state.
"THIS BRINGS the level of concern one step closer to
Michigan'* general population," Seiikoff said.
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The New York Submarine
Delivery hours

"When you need a friend."

Mon-TCiurs 11 AM-2 PM. 5 PM-9 PM
Friday H AM-2 PM.
5PM-111»M
Saturday Noon-11 PM.
Sunday I PM-S PM
S2.00 Minimum delivery order

The World

state.

LINDEN

f « Remt>

©fee HaUtj (Guardian

Store Hours-Mon-Thurv 11 AM-10 PM
Fri & Sat. 11 AM-12 PM
Sunday, Noon-6 PM

Phone in Order call 258-2722

free pregnancy teat t
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pelvic exam

223-2446
1152 Brown St.
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Faculty appoints b o a r d
By SHELLEY WYSONG
Guardian Staff Writer
The Faculty Affairs Committee
yesterday suggested appointments to the Faculty Hearing
Board and the Faculty Tenure
and Removal board.
The suggested Hearing Board
to be submitted for approval to
President Robert J. Kegerreis
consists of: Dr. Thomas R. Whissen, professor of English; Dr
Bryan Gregor, professor of geology; Dr. Gordon B. Skinner,
professor of chemistry; Dr. Herbert E. Brown, professor of
marketing; and Dr. Perry L. Hall,
associate professor of education
and rehabilitation education coordinator.
CANDIDATES FOR each of
the soon-to-be-vacated- seats on
the Tenure and Removal board
were suggested, bat due to the

fact that many of the proposed
candidates had not yet been
conferred with as to their willingness to serve no decision was
made.
The committee also considered
guidelines for the faculty leave
program. Victor D. Sutch, associate professor of history and
liberal arts representative, was
assigned to an earlier meeting to
look into the guidelines for paid
faculty leaves.
ANOTHER MEMBER of the
committee voiced the concern
that leave policy might not be
equitable to all University departments.
Sutch moved that the Faculty
Affairs committee endorse the
present guidelines with the exception that there be some assurance that the awards of leave
be delivered equitably across the
departments.

Hoff receives
accounting
scholarship
Wright Sute University Accounting student Phyllis Anne
Hoff wa; awarded one of 30
Arthur H. Carter Scholarships of
$2,000 for the 1977-78 school
year at a presentation ceremony
yesterday.
The presentation of the scholarship was .nade by Dr. Ed
Nicholson, dean of the College ol
Business and Administration;
Professor of Accounting Dr. Donald F. Pabst; and Executive
Vice-President and Provost Andre v. Spiegel.
Hoff is a g r a d u a l of Milton
Union High School, where she
was valedictorian in a class of
150 students. After attending
Miami-Jacobs College for one
year, Hoff came to WSU. where
she currently holds a 3.97 comulative grade point average.
Among extra-curricular activities. Hoff is a member of the
Accounting Club. Society for the
Advancement of Management,
and i\ vice-president of Beta
Gamma Sigma, the national business honorary fraternity
Hoff said she is planning a
career in public accounting in the
tai ares
Tht Foundation was established in 19*71 by Carter s wife,
MArjorie Sells Carter. Carter had
been the "snaging partner of
Hukins i.i«J Sells, a national
certified public accountant firm.
The purpose of the foundation
is to provide scholarships for
accounting majors who demonstrate potential for leadership in
the accounting profession, public
or private.
Accounting majors
have
completed two years of study at
a school that is a member of the
American Assembly of collegiate
Schools of Business ate eligible
for the award.
In addition, applicants are recommended from each school to a
special «arnmittee of the American Accounting Assoicarton, and
are finally recommended to the
foundation trustee*.

r : •

Stadeata u w t a d ever a faat

YOU DESERVE SOME CREDIT
..YOU'VE EARNED IT.

Once you've earned a college
degree. Ford Motor Credit
Company thinks you've earned
the opportunity to have credit
loo. That's why we developed
a finance plan (hat gives
special consideration to college
graduates and seniors within
four months of graduating."
If you presently have a job
or can supply proof of future
employment, you may be eligible
for financing on any new Ford
or Lincoln-Mercury product. AnC
this financing can be tailored to fit your
own personal budget—from delaying your
first payment for up to three months, to a plan where
your monthly payments start out small and gradually
^
increase each year—even 48 month financing, if needed." *
If you don't have a job lined up just yet, keep Ford Credit in mind, because you
can still take advantage of tnis special plan for up to one year after you graduate.
Ford Credit wants to give you the credit you deserve. Ask for us at any Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer.
* Where permitted by Itw.
•-Pot example contract dated December 16, 1977: Cash Price SS,300.00; Total Down Payment
1900.00; Amount Fmanced 14,500.00, FINANCE CHARGE SI.806 09 ANNUAL PERCENTAGE
RATE 14.36%; Deterred Payment Price S7,406.09.
Payment schedule: first payment due March IS, 1978; 45 payments consisting ol: first 9 monthly
payments of S117.40; next 9 monthly payments ot $130.85: next 9 monthly payments ol SI45.84;
next 9 monthly payments ol SI6! 55. and 9 monthly payments ol S177.37.
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Low Blow
Wright State students received a slap in the face when The Daily
Guardian discovered that certain people at WSU pay only S54 for
reserved parking spots that normally would cost S100. The
announcement by Dr. Andrew Spiegel that those same spaces are
now to be given away free amounts to a blow to the groin with a
baseball bat.
Spiegel feels these spots should be "a matter of fringe benefit.
He should keep in mind that the students, who provide the money
for his salary don 't receive any fringe benefits. That is. unless the
pleasure watching their money thrown away through administrative folly can be termed a fringe benefit.
The decision to give the parking places away stemmed from a
recommendation by the deans of the various colleges at WSU. At
the same time that tuition was being raised for the second year in
a row. those deans all received a raise in salary.
While we were being asked to tighten our belts, they were
loosening theirs another notch or two.
The only dean who did not receive a raise was Dr John Be/Jan,
dean of the School of Medicine. He was already receiving the
maximum S55.000 allowed by state law. Beljan is going to have to
wait for Governor James Rhodes to loosen his belt a little, since no
state employee is allowed to make more than the governor.
In addition to Beljan s J55.000. the other deans receive salaries
ranging from S33.600 to SJ9.SG0 per year. The WSU president
receives SS4.000. Speigel gets S46.000. David Atwater. assistant to
the president, makes S25.725. Director of Security <* Parking
Services Ricard Grewe receives SI9.860.
These are not the only people parking at budget prices. One
would ihink that with salaries such as those, the ruling class could
afford to part with SI00 for a parking spot.
According to Spiegel, the discount origtiated when some
administrators balked at paying the SI0O for sn "A" decal. What
•i ould the university say if students balked at paying the $42 for a
II sticker. Or if they said they wouldn t pay S2I for a text book ?
Or refused to pay S27S for their tuition
WV all know exactly what the response would be. Spiegel or or.«
of his henchmen would say "Tough shit. That 's the way it is. If
you don t like it. hit the road.
Sooner or later, the administration of this University is going to
have to come to the realization that their responsibility is to
educate students, not exploit then.

Kudos for Hall
Lasi Friday the Ohio House of Representatives passed a S5?j
mil!>vx capital construction appropriation bill which included fH.S
million 'or construction at Wright State. We applaud thfs action
jr.J wish to give special thanks to State Senator Tory Hall, whi,
was instrumental in obtaining increases in the WSU appropriation.
As e-jidemrd by the soon tc hegtn renovation of the Crock Pot.
WSU is experie-.-.cin/, a proitlem with lacK of classroom space. The
hill passed by the House Ktc' des money for construction of a
School of Business A dm- . trait vn building, an ambulatory
teaching fadKty for th> med school, expansion of the Srehm
La.horgioty, nr.d •;onstruction of an animal resources building.
These facilities will provide a welcome 'elief from the prospect
of having, student lounge areas reduced even further. Although it
will probably be several years before these buildings are
completed, it is reassuring to know that someone other than
students is interested in the general student welfare.
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By Thomas Be ye rle in

Chuck Barris w a t c h out
Now that the television stations owned and operated in
part by Wright State University, channels 14 and 16, have
sunken to the pits by allowing
area residents to bid for a
quarter's tuition in a game
show setting as part of their
annual fund raising telethon,
it seems to me that the door is
open for all kinds of wacky
televised stunts.
Since the administration of
this and /our other universities have come to regard a
college education as a tangible thing that can be obtained
by the highest bidder in the
cheap theatrical setting of a
quiz show, we might as well
expect anything to happen on
future telethons.
Ah, 1 can see it now!
Picture
President
Robert
Kegerreis hosting the new
game show extravaganza
let's Rake In a Great Deal In
this show, administrators select boxes at random from the
Big Board to determine how
much tuition will go up next
year.
KEGERREIS WILL -.ay
things like "O.K., Andy, you
picked the big $100 box. You
can either keep the tuition
hike at that level or go for the
curtain on the display floor
where lovely Pat O'Brien is
standing."
"Oh, Kegie, Kegie, I just
can't decide. Um, uh, oh . I'll
take the curtain." the contestant will stammer.
"Congratulations.
Andy

Spiegel! You have just won
for the students of Wright
State a $150 tuition and double fees! Let's pive him a big
hand, folks."
IF THIS ISN'T enough to
top the Neilsons, WSU could
always air the new game of
chance Wheel of Misfortune.
This program is hosted by a
panel of University Division
advisors who spin the Dig
Wheel to choose courses of
study for confused incoming
freshmen. The winner of the
game is the advisor who can
get the freshman of his choice
enrolled in the most irrelevant
meaningless and/or undesirable courses.
For the discriminating viewer. WSU could show Discrimination Court, a TV dramatization where worthless exinstructors and University
lawyers slug it out for years
over discrimination suits of
little or no value, at the
expense of students and taxpayers. At the beginning of
the show, the plaintiffs spin
the Big Dollar Sign to arrive
at damages, and at tht end, a
panel of judges throw Kennedy halves at kewpie dolls to
come up with a verdict.
Spin That Stomach, hosted
bv Food Service Liaison Elizabeth Dixon and ASA Director
Dennis Snow, would be a
spicy 30 minutes of jokes,
chokes, and pukes. Channels
14 and 16. rumor has it. plan
to make an announcement
prior to this show that if any
pale green shades are detect-

ed in the flesh tones, th
trouble is not in the viewer'
set, it's the natural complexion of the student panelists
after downing a Rathskeller
lunch.
IN THIS SHOW, Dixon and
Snow would throw darts at the
Big Digestive System for
points and profit.
Last but cvrtainly not least
is The Price Ain't Right,
emceed by Security and Parking Services Director Richard
Grewe. A pre-broadcast showing of the pilot episode proved
to be a real scream. The
Deans' Council took an active
part in the proceedings, refusing to pay first $100, then $54
for reserved parking spaces.
The remainder of this happygo-lucky 30 minute show is
devoted to turning parking
monitors loose on cramped
University lots. Monitors rack
up points by putting students'
cars on the Big Tow List.
These are but a few of the
possibilities the WSU administration might want to explore
fcr future telethons. I'm sure
that, left to their own resources. our administrators
could come up with a few
shocks and suprises. Afterall,
they haven't failed us yet.
Thomas BsyerMn has been
with the Guardian since 1975,
as staff writer and copy editor. He has been a special
writer for the Dayton Daily
News for two summers and is
currently serving his secord
term as editor in chief of the
Daily Guardian,
^

Adios to Capistrano swallows
SAN Jl'AN CAPISTRANO. Calif.
(UP1)—The legendary swallows
of Mission San Jujr. Capristrano
left Sunday on schedule for their
winter nests m Argentina
Father Paul Martin of the old
Catholic mission said most of the
flock departed during the wanning days of summer, but a
handful held to tradition and

fluttered from the adobe arches
Sunday morning
The big event, memorialized in
song, is their arrival on St.
Joseph's Day. March 19. Their
departure is the occasion of the
celebration of the feast day of St.
John, of Capistrano, Italy.
FATHER MARTI!* said the
thousands of birds previously

nesting in the trees and niches of
!he mission buildings had steadily dwindled in number as the
surrounding town grew and food
became more scarce so that they
were nesting for miles around at
various ranches.
"But the town still observes
their departure and says. 'Adtos
to the swallows until next year."
he said.
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Army pilfered
WASHINGTON (UP!)—It took a
five-month investigation to find
out what every 01 learns early in
his military career—Uncle Sam
doesn't keep very good track of
equipment.
Total lost or stolen equipment
may be «(orth $118.5 million,
according to the Army's inspector general. Servicemen apparently sell some of the missing
items on the blackmarket. officials said.
It. Gen. Marvin D. Fuller's
investigators staged surprise predawn inspections at 116 company-sue units in the United
States, Europe and South Korea.
Missing was an average of 6.5
percent of the items for which
the units had responsibility.
FULLER TOLD reporters Tuesday the figures, applied to the
Army as a whole, indicate a total

ERA hurts Chicago

of $118.5 million worth of equip- CHICAGO (UPI)—Chicago, one
ment is unaccounted for.
of :he nation's major convention
That is about 2.3 percent of the cities, ha', lost an estimated $15
Army's total equipment inven- million in revenue because of a
tory of $12.5 billion.
new tactic aimed at ratification of
Inspectors also turned up the Equal Rights Amendment,
equipment
that
the
units Chicago Convention and Tourism
shouldn't have had. For the Bureau officials say.
entire Army, it would represent
Elsewhere, cities such as Mi$89 million. Fuller said.
ami and Las Vegas report their
ARMY BRASS ordered the losses also are in the million, of
investigation following chatges cf dollars.
widespread pilferage a! some
The revenue losses are di e to
bases. Fuller said it was un- agreement among 40 national
known how many of the short- organizations to keep their conages were caused by thefts, but ventions cut of states that have
"the biggest problem is in sloppy
inventory procedures."
No shortages of weapons,
which are kept under tight secur- WASHINGTON (UPI)—A federal
ity controls, showed up in the appeals court Monday threw out
inspections. Fuller said most a request by Eskimos that would
losses involved small items, such result in U.S. opposition to an
international ban on the hunting
as field jackets and hand tools.
of bowhead whales.
The court vacated an order by
U.S. District Judge John Sirica
that would have required the
basic issues," Enarson said.
United States to. in effect, block
"THERE IS NO single button the ban by the International
to push, no single group which
Whaling Commission for next
can solve the problem," Enarson
said. "The task must be shared
by all—parents and teachers,
business and labor, superintendents and professors. legislators
and taxpayers.

The ERA must be ratified by
38 states by March. 1979. in
order to become part of the U.S.
Constitution.
Frank Sain, president of the
Convention and Tourism Bureau,
said about $1 million in revenue

SAIN ESTIMATED Chicago
could have attracted conventions
worth about $14 mUii^ from the
40 groups—had it not been for
the boycott. Among those is the
National Education Association,
whose convention is worth about
$3 million.

spring's hunting season.
tf an objection were filed...beThe Alaskan Whaling Com- •cause such an objection could be
mission. representing Eskimo withdrawn."
whaling captains. Immediately
indicated they would appeal to
"However, the possibility of
the Supreme Court.
injury to the United States"
IN ITS RUUNC. the three- exists "in terms of prejudicing
judge panel of the U.S. Circuit the ongoing efforts of the United
Court of Appeals for the District States government to establish
of Columbia said the district and administer an effective incourt "assumed that there would ternational machinery for the
be no injury to the United States protection of marine mammals,"

When did ye last see an

"We need to assemble under
one roof a panel of leading
Ohioans for a direct and forthright exchange of views. Their
•ask will be to hammer out
specifi. programs of action." he
said.
"I am well aware that it is not
fashionable to recommend another study," Enarson told the
educators. "But there are sound
reasons for urging it.
"UNDEN1AULY, many young
people heading for college today
cannot handle basic English and
math as well as others have in
To the editor:
the past. As a university presiVery shortly you will be voting dent, 1 feel outrage and frustrafor the election of a judge for the tion that this expensive problem
Townships of Beavercreek and of remedial education has been
Fairborn. Since this will be the dumped on higher education's
first time these townships will dcorstep. As a citizen and taxhave a full-time municipal judge, payer, I feel cheated." he said.
Enarson said about 1700 Ohio
it is important that wi make the
Sate students are now receiving
right choice.
There are several excellent remedial instruction in English,
candidates contesting for this and another 2000 arc in similar
office. After carefully examining math courses.
Enarson also questioned whetheir ba-.Aground. qualifications,
and experience, wc condc.de that ther op-n university admissions
Karl Wettlaufer is the most is a wise policy for Ohio.
"IF WE WANT to continue the
outstanding c-naMa'e. We believe He wii' p-ovid.- distinguish- policy of ''pen access to al! public
ed and able judicial service and colli lies and universities, then let
leadership fot the peop'c of as <lc so with our eyes open,
knowing that it will be cost
Beavercrceft and F.irborn.
We str nglv urge you '•> vote inefficient and a doorway of
disappointment for some young
for him.
people." he said.
Ken Koiecha

Reader
endorses
candidate

$1»«

It's anojjgh to make you climb the wall.
Rftlecorate with what you can ea"i
monthly by donating plasma

p plasma alliance

165 Helen. St. JJ4-197?

to cnicago notels and businesses
has been canceled by such
groups as the League of Women
Voters. National Association of
Social Workers. Board of Global
Ministers and Conference on
College Composition and Communication.

Court denies hunting ban

Commision proposed
COLUMBUS (UPI)—Ohio State
University
President
Harold
Enarson Monday proposed a
"blue-ribbon commission" which
would try to reverse what he
called a 14-year decline in basic
student skills.
Enarson, in a speech to educators attending the Ohio Congress
of Parents and Teachers meeting
in Columbus, said the statewide
commission should attack the
problem of students' declining
English and math skills.
The proposed pane! "also
would look broadly at the problems of our schools and serve as
the starting point for an examination of school financing and other

not ratified the proposed amendment to the U.S. Constitution.
The National Organization for
Women is actively recruii:ng
more groups for the boycott.
ILLINOIS IS ONE of seven
states which has rejected ERA.
As a result. Chicago is hard-hit.

7 am d*Oy+»

eveatog. M-Th

Unlimited Salad Bar
thatoffered--

Corn Relish
Green Garden Salad
Cucumbers Marinated in Sour Cream
Tuna Fish Salad
Garbanzo Beans
French Salad Potato Boston Egg Salad
Cottage Cheese with Pineapple
Fresh Boiled Shrimp
4 Bean Salad
Pickled Beets with Onions
Macaroni Salad
Fruit Salad
(Fresh Shrimp on our Dinner Salad Bar Only)
and don't let me forget to mention—
Bits of Bacco - Crumbled Blue Cheese - Croutons - Blue Cheese
Dressing - French Dressing - Thousand Island Dressing - New
Orleans Dressing - Dill Pickle Spears - Ripe Black Olives - Celery
Stalks - Mild Hot Peppers - Radishes - Tomatoes - Sliced Bell
Peppers - Whipped Butter - Ov.ktail Sauce - Sour Dough and Dark
Rye Breads - and Horseradish.
Time - Eleven to Two for lunch and Four Thirty to Nine for Dinner.

The plice:

r>L\'

-FATING
cES?r/mJSHMEr(r
Fairborn

20 West Main
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Dayton Art Institute
The Daytor. Art Institute is
offering and exhibit entitled
Delacroit and the French Romaic Print on October 29,
from the Edwin Brinney III
collection.
Three Photographic Visions
an exhibition ot works by
three contemporary photographors will be on display until
November 20.
Portraits of Violet and AL is
presented by the photographer William Delappa.
Call 223-5277 for DAI information
Initiative Petition
The initiative petition sponsored by the Ohio Alliance for
returnables will be In Allyn
Hall lobby Monday October
31. 1977 from 9 am to 4 pm.
Physics seminar
"General Relativity 8. A
Birds' Eye View" will be
discussed in a p'nysics seminar to be held October 31,
Monday, at I pm, in 201
Fawcett Hall
Speakers will be Todd
Evans and Steve Leffier.
French addrenn
Andre Baevens, director of
the French Press and Information Service in the United
States will 'be speaking on
"France, A Year of Decis i o n " concerning the international situation. November 10
in the Ivory Room, 112 E.
Monument Ave at 11:45 am,
at the Engineers Club.
Lunch will be served.
Reservations, at $5 each,
should be sent to: Dayton
Council on World Affairs 40S
40
S. Main Street Suite 520
Dayton. Ohio 45402.
Russian Club
The Russian Club will hold
a meeting Wednesday. October 2b, in room 244 Millett.
Women's Career Workaliop
This workshop is designed
foi women w',ih career concerns who «re in the process
of changing careers and/cr
re entering school, a career or
the *orld of work
C alee: Placement end Planning Center 125 Al'.n Hail
November 4 1977 1:30-3:30
pm
Call 873 :556 Jo* more information ind '"egisi ration.

Scuba ncS."ol
Wright
State
SCUBA
School's OrganiiecJ Dives:
1. Oct- 23
Cedarville.
Ohio... 12 noon
2. Oct. 29 ftidgeville,
AM
3. ''ov. tS
Portage. Ohk>...7 AM
4. Nov. J2
Hilland, Ohio . 10 AM
5. Nov. 19 . . New Paris.
Ohk> ..i2 noon
i night dive)
6. Nov. 26
Wilsons
F\™d. Ohio,..???
Call either 873-2402 or 4269943 for information concerning the dives or equipment.
Sign up shew will be posted
on bulletin board by swimming pool office.

25, 1977
Lecture
Author Martin E. Marty
will lecture at Wright State
University Wedesday. October 26 at noon, in room
155-Band C in the University
Center.
Marty
will
speak
on
"Who's Afraid of the Modern
World? Responses to the F.vent of Modernization."

Shakespeare company
The National Shakespeare
Company will perform October 31 at Antioch Theatre in
Kelly Hall.
"A Winter's Tale." a bittersweet comedy will be performed for a slight admission
charge.
For information call 7677331. extension 285.

(Bhe SatlQ flwiarbian

News Shorts
Women'* Center
The Dayton Women's Center is sponsoring a conference
on "The Needs of Women in
the Miami Valley."
It will take place Saturday.
Nov. 12. 1977 from 8:30 AM
4:30 PM. in Oelman Hall.
Needs in the areas of employment. child care, reproductive health, mental health,
education, family relations
and women in poverty will be
discussed. Speakers include
Montgomery County comissioner, Paula Mcllwaine, and
Minnie Johnson.
To register, call the Women's Center at 223-3296.
OFFICE OF THE STUDENT
OMBUDSMAN
Office ol the Student Ombudsman at Wright State University is to protect the rights
and interests of individuals
and to restore harmony where
situations have become difficult.
The staff serves as mediators in situations where no
solution can be reached by the
primary parties involved and
deals with long-range problems such as parking, food
service, and curriculum development.
The staff also acts as unofficial counsel for students involved in appeal procedures
or disciplinary hearings.
As members of the student
body, the student Ombudsman and his/her staff are
awate if and sensitive to
student needs and concerns.
This, '.v.uplcd with familiarity
with the university structure,
enables t/ie student Ombudsman and his/her staff to
per!or.n in an efficient man
ner. helping alleviate red tape
and directing individuals to
the proper channels for handling a particular problem.
Students are welcome to
bring problems, complaints,
suggestions, or questions to
the Office of th> Student
Ombudsman. 192 Allyn Hall,
adjacent to the Allyn Hall
Lounge.

Spanish club
The Spanish club will meet
on Oct. 27, at 2:00 p.m. in
room 344 Allyn.
Denise Lepe will speak on
her studies at the University
of Guadalajara in Mexico,
All are invited to attend.

Volleyball club
Anyone interested in playing volleyball at a club level
should contact Larry Bortner
at 426-8719 or mailbox C-343.
Plans are to participate in
the Dayton City League this
fall and winter and to compete
against other college club
teams.
Sweetheart
The
annual
Sweetheart
campaign to raise funds for
underprivileged children is
underway and organizations
on campus arc asked to nominate a king and/or Queen.
Winners to be announced at
the party November 4.
Donations will be "-ollected
the week of October 31
through November 4
All representatives should
sign up >n the office of
Student Development by Friday. October 28.
Education Orientation
All students planning to
enter the College of Education
winter quarter should know
that orientation will he held
November 16, Wednesdav. at
3 till 4:15 pm. or 5:30 till 6:45
pm.
Orientation will be held in
the University Center in conference rooms B ar.d C.
Entrance to the college requires the completion of 36
hours, a comulative g.p.a. of
2.25 and orientation attendance
Please contcct the office in
321 Miliett Hall to notify the
college of when you will be
attending.
Chimera solicits
Wright State students are
urged to submit papers, poems. or short stories to the
editor of Chimera for publication
A broad range of topics is
hoped for. covering "the sciences as well as the humanities.
Please bring papers to Gillian Boots of the Honors
Office. 163 Millett Hall.
Free copies of Chimera are
available at the Honors Office.
Rhetoric Lccture
Karlis Racevskis will lecture
on the "Encoder. Decoder
and Message; the Rebirth of
Rhetoric" on October 3! at
2:15 pm in room 270 Millett.
Utopia concert
Utopia will appear in concert at Hara Arena at 8 pm
Saturday. October 29.
Information can be had by
phoning 278-4776.

ChOdrens' Theatre
La Comedia will offer Theatre for children with matinee
performances of Aladdin three
weekends beginning October
29.
For information and reservations call 228-9333.
FOCUS '78
Datsun presents the second
annual competition to award
excellence in college-level film
training and study. FOCUS is
presented in cooperation with
PI A YROY magazine. Rolley
of America. Inc. and with
Paramount Pictures Corporation. Continental Airlines and
The Los Angeles Marriott
Hotel.
Entrants will be judged on
their filmmaking abilities or
their knowledge of American
cinema and the ability to write
of it. Awards will be presented a! Paramount Studios in
Los Angeles.
Applicants may enter in one
of the following categoriesFILMMAKING. Films r ay
be animation, experimental,
documentary, or narrative,
and must be produced on 16
mm film.
FILM STUDY. Submissions
may be: (1) Reviews of commercially released films (minimum of 5-maximum of 10). at
least two of which relate to
films released since 1976, (2)
Comprehensive critique of a
body of work by a particular
director, screenwriter, film
editor, cinematographer or
performer. (3) Comprehensive
essay on a particular film
genre.
For official Rule Book.
I'lcacc leave note in mailbox
M-605 or contact John Stafford.

Job Inters lews
WSU Career Planning &
Placement November Recruiting Schedule
Tuesday. Nov. 1
ARTHUR YOUNG & CO.
Cincinnati Audit Staff
BS-MPA. Accounting
3.5 in major
KOEHRING
CONSTRUC
TION EQUIPMENT L.'"VISION
Dayton
Information available at a later date
FRIGIDAIRE
DIVISION.
Davton

Mech/Elec. Egr.
Accountant
Production Supv.
Quality Control Egr.
Syst. Egr.
Accounting
Mgv
Mat. Sci. Egr.

CIViL SERVICE-F1REF1GHTERS
Any Degree
Wednesday Nov. 2
GEM CITY SAVINGS
LOAN
Dayton Mgt. trainee
Any bus. degree
Thursday, Nov. 3

&

GEM CITY SAVINGS &
LOAN See above
CTS OF WEST LIBERTY.
INC.
Berne. IN; W. Liberty.
OH; Elkhart. IN; possible
relocation
Bus. or Egr. with Comp.
Sci. background: Physics
or Egr. with some Laser
knowledge
Friday. Nov. 4
CHEMINEER. INC.
Conneticut Mutual Life Insurance

Alumni g r o u p s e e k s
$10,000 for fund
By VICKI COMBS
Guardian Staff Writer

The Wright State University
Alumni Association is sponsoring
a week-long "phon-a-thon" beginning on Nov 13 to raise
SiO.OOO for a merit scholarship
fund.
The scholarships would help
"people who are caught in the
middie." said Director of Alumni
Affairs. Patrick Moran.
These people; he explained,
are those who are unable to
qualify for financial aid because
they are considered dependents
of their parents when their need
is decided and their parents
make too much money.
"The people who make good
grades and are good students
would quali'y for the scholarships." he said.
He said that during the "phona-thon" will consist a week-long
plfbne solicitation campaign of
members of the 3,00C alumni
association, who are in calling
distance of WSU.
Moran said his office found
wide-spread support for the idea
in September when an informal
phone survey was conducted.
" W e contacted 192 members
and received 110 definite committments and 36 no's."

The alumni association will
also be raising money for a
Teac'-ers Excellence award.
This award goes to a professor
\-ho was the most instrumental
in education and had a teaching
style that came across to the
students. Nominations are solicited from Seniors. Alumni members. and graduates. A $15,000
aw ard is given to the outstanding
teacher.
The Atheltic Affairs, another
part of the Alumni affairs will
offer activities such as wine
tasting parties after basketball
games and a Carribean cruis« as
part of this year's program.
Athelic Affairs also assists
with the athletic department at
WSU. They give "Senior Awards" to athletes and provide
supports athletics in whatever
way they can." said Moran.
On December 16. before the
basketball game with Thomas
Moore, the Athlectic Affairs
committee will hold an ice cream
tasting party open to alumni
members starting at 6 p.m..
commented Moran.
In February they will hold the
Alumni dinner dance They will
also sponsor the annual Alumn
dinner dance during Februar
hc added.
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Skynyrd's plane m a y h a v e b e e n low on f u e l
MCCOMB. Miss. (UP!)—Federal
investigators examined airplane
parts and listened to tape recordings of the pilot's last conversations Monday trying to determine
the cause of the crash that killed
si* members of the Lynyrd Skynvrd rock troupe and injured 20
others.
National Transportation Safety
Board official Rudolph Kapustin
declined to speculate on the
cause of the crash, but acknowledged there were indications the
aircraft had been low on fuel at
the time of the accident last
Thursday night.
He said the field team of

investigators had completed work
at the crash site near the Gillsburg community in rural southwest Mississippi and was releasing records back to their owners.
HE SAID THE investigators
had retained both engines, propellers and other co-nponent
parts of the Convair 240 aircraft
for further tests. He said the
team also was interviewing survivors and witnesses of the
crash, examining fueling operations. plane performance, air
traffic control conversations and
checking areas where the plane
had been prior to the tragic flight
from Greenville, N.C.. TO Baton

Rouge, La.
Kapustin said he would not
"speak about the cause" of the
crash at this point of the investigation but added, "We know the
engines apparently were not producing an appreciable amount of
power. We're not certain of the
reasons why. Nothing has been
eliminated."
He said there was "no evidence of any major mechanical or
structural failure" on one of the
engines but said tests had not
been completed on the other
engine.
KAPUTS1N SAID taped conversations between the plane's
crew and air traffic controllers

Drugs may correct illness
HOUSTON (UPD—A University
of Texas neurobiologist says
many mental illnesses are the
brain's reaction to a chemical
imbalance which eventually may
be detected with machines and
corrected with < r gs.
Dr. Jon DeFrance, associate
professor of neurobiology a! the
UT Medical School, will present
a paper about some of his
findings to an international meeting this week in London.
"Tlie brain is actually a highly
complex system of electrical circuits with information transmitted from cell to cell through
electrical impulses and electto-

chemcial events at the juction
between the cells," says DeFrance. 34.
DEFRANCE CONTENDS specific electrochemical circuits "go
wild," causing mental disorders
like schizophrenia, withdrawal
from reality. With improved
medical techniques. DeFrance
says the faulty circuits can be
pinpointed and fixed.
"We're a long way from doing
that right now. but the informa
tion we can gain on the normal
and abnotmal functions of the
electrical pathways of the brain
will help us get much ctescr to
developing a drug which can

Independent status rules
may be toughened up
By JOHN SALYER
Guardian Staff Writer
Students may find it harder to
establish independence for federal financial aid purposes after
all. even though a proposal
submitted in September was met
to federal legislation with enough
opposition to get it dropped from
consideration.
WRIGHT STATE Financial Aid
Officer Davil Darr said the
Office of Education of the Dc
p-.rtm.ent of Heclth, Education
and Welfare, originally initiated

the changes and is again con
sidering
modifying
current
guidelines for independence, but
this time it is looking for student
recommendations.
Darr said the proposal is slated
to be introduced to legislation in
March of next year, and students
wishing to voice tneir opinions
should do so as soon as possible.
SUGGESTIONS can be submitted cither to WSU's Financial
Aid Office or directly to the
Office of F.ducation of the
Department of Health. Education, and Welfare in Washington.

PJ's BOOKSTORE
hours
Aion-Thurs 10-8
Pri-Saf 10-6

Your
full service
Bookstore'

Sun 12-4

A rea s largest selection

MC

ot

BAC

hardbacks - paperbacks magazines - out -of town newspapers

Sale bocks .49 -SI .79-$2.19
values to $20.00 many more ct 50% off
Special orders welcomed no extra charge
1 293 N. F a i r f i e l d RdJ

balance the chemcial levels and
actually stop psychotic reaction,"
he says.
DeFrance's research has focused on "the limbic system ...
the area involved in the expression of emotion, motivation,
learning and memory.
"IT IS THIS PART of the brain
which many believe undergoes
the most apparent changes
through certain types of mental
illness." he says.
DeFrance is using computers
and new experimental techniques
designed by Dr. J.C. Stanley, a
post-doctoral fellow at UT Medical School, to analyze the brain's
electrochemical pathways and
find specific operations.

r

indicated the aircraft was low on
fuel, but he declined to sav tftat
was the cause of the ctash.
"That comment was made to
air traffic controllers." he said.
"There was comment they were
low on fuel or something to that
effect."
Asked if a lack of fuel may
have been the reason the plane
did not burn on impact. Kapustin
said. "It indicates there were a
lot of lucky people." Then he
said the lack of fire indicated
there teas "no ignition source
readily available."
LYNYRD SKYNYRD lead singer Ronnie Van Zant of Jacksonville. Fla., and five other per-

sons. including the pilot an<3
co-pilot, were killed when the
plane plunged into the heavily
wooded area near the Louisiana
state line Twenty other persons
aboard, all connected with the
rock group in one way cr another. suffered vnrious degrees of
injuries ranging from critical to
only a few scratch?*.
Killed in the crash besides Van
Zant were guifarist Steve Game;
and his sister, vocalist Cassie
Gaines, both of Miami. Otla..
assistant band manager Dean
Kilpatrick of Jacksonville; pile
Walter McCreary of Dallas. Tel..
and co-pilot John Grey, also of
Dallas.

Drug may aid addicts
By KATHE INGRAM
Guardian Special Writer
A Wright State School of
Medicine researcher is taking a
close look at a drup that he hopes
will put a stop to the psychological dependency of addicts on
narcotics.
Dr. George Peterson, assistant
professor of biological chemistry,
is studying the efftcts of Naltrexone. one of a group
drugs
called narcotic antagonists wfiich
prohibit the euphoric properties
ol narcotics from reaching the
brain.
Naltrexone would oe implanted
under the addict's skin in bead
form. Peterson said the drug has
a "long acting delivery system"
which
treat-

ment lower than other similar
means.
The only side effect Peterson
has fo-jnd so far is a prolonged
reaction which makes patients
more susceptible to the euphoric
effects of other drugs like alcohol.
Peterson said users of Naltrexone would find themselves roaring drunk for four hours after
consuming only three drinks. The
average person would be tipsy
for only two hours after having
three drinks, Peterson said.
Pilot programs for the drug
may be instituted next year,
pending results of the experiments and decisions on narcotic
antagonists reached in Washing-

Everybody Reads
0a iltr duard
Place Your Ad Today
Classified Ads Free to Students

Qlije BaiiQ (Suarfcian
is looking for Secretaries, Salespersons,
Circulation Managers, and Reporters

Call 873-2505 for more information
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Waits unleashes

the Holiday Inn guides. What is
By R.L. METCALF
Cincinnati really like?"
Guardian Feature Writer
Judging from Tom Waits' first
"He says he's working on set at Bogart's on Saturday
night.
Cincinnati is rowdy. Tne
getting
the
second
show
together," said Tom Waits' road crowd was filled with obnoxious
manager. "In other words, he's sorts who shouted at Waits
during his songs, regardiess of
taking a nap."
Meanwhile, he tal'.ed about what type of song he was perlife on the road, with Waits as a forming.
NEVERTHELESS. Waits gave
'50's style rock band iWed Bogart's with loud. h's.Vpowered an excellent performance. He
rock and roll. "I don't know opened with Step /tight Up, an
anything about any of the places uptempo jazz number graced

^EbeSaUtj (Suarfitan

whiskey-growl
ing. The song satirizes hucksierism of every description,
from "something for the little
lady" to hemorrhoid treatment
ads. Waits looks like a shadv
used car dealer, puffing his
cigarette in time to the music.
His next tune was a "romantic
tale about an unemployed cheerleader and a former fullback who
meet in a bar in Nebraska." It is
a song from his new Foreign
Affairs album, entitled I Never
Talk to Strangers.
The album version is performed as a duet with Bette Midler,
and the live version is less effective with the necessary lyric
changes. Still, it is a beautiful,
bittersweet song about two lonely
people.
WAITS STARTED off Jitterbug Boy with a medley of old
standards, such as / Dream of
Genie. Bicycle Built for Two. and
I Cot Plenty 0' Suthin'.
He handles these old songs
with respect and affection, as he
did the two songs he performed
as an encore. Summertime, from
Porgy and Bess, was delivered in
a style somewhat reminiscent of
Mosc Allison's soulful vocals.
Waltzing Matilda was performed
as a sweet-sad oallad.
Back-alley intrigues provided
;he subject for Small Change, the
litle track of Waits' previous
album. He docs it in a dramatic
talking-blues style, ranging from
a low growl to a whisper. His
street poetry is demonstrated in
• lyrics such as "their mouths are
cut like razor blades and their
eyes are like stilettos."
THE ADVENTURES of two of
the more renowned members of

on crowd

The A rts \

the Beat Generation are chronicled in Jack and Seal, taken
from Jack Kerouac's On the
Road. The story is vividly depicted, punctuated with Waits' incredibly realistic freeway sound
effects.
The second set was longer
than the first, and the audience
much more subdued and attentive. In addition to the songs he
performed in the first set. he
sang two of his classics. The
Piano Has f>een Drinking and
(Looking for) The Heart of Saturday Sight.

Waits' band is exceJ'.nt, providing music that perfectly complements the moods that Waits'
lyrics evoke. However, the sound
set-up-"a nice little World War
II system"-caused problems on
occasion, making loud crackling
noises which were distracting to
Waits and the audienceAnyone in Cincinnati who was
"looking for the heart or Saturday night" was fortunate if he or
she was able to attend cither of
Tom Waits' sold-out shows at
Bogart's.

OSU p s y c h o l o g i s t f a v o r s h a r e m s
COLUMBUS
(UPI)— Informal
harems, communes, lesbianism
and living together would help
cure the sexual ills of America's
elderly, says an Ohio State University psychologist who ranks
happiness above morality.
Leo Andcrwm 'D*0Y Guardian
The Anything Goes c u t runa through a number from the theatre
department'• aeaaon opener.

'Anything goes' cast
gears up for play
Bv JOHN SALYER
Guardian Staff Writer

Cole Porter's stage musical.
Anything Goes, will be presetted
by the Department of Theatre
Arts in the Festival Playhouse on
November 3, 1977.
The musical comedy which,
launched the career of Ethel
Murman srith its debut in 1934,
was produced twice as a movie,
starring the late 8ing Crosh)
both times.
"They don't write music lUte
that anymore." signed Wright
State Theatre Business Manager
David Heath.
Heath said the theatre department will be presenting a
wide variety of productions this
year, all of which are considered
classics tn the »»orid of theatre.
This J » r ' s productions will
include: The Crucible Arthur

Miller's drama based on the
Salem witch trials; Oediput Hex.
a Greek tragedy; Comedy oj
Harlinquin. an original production: Cabaret, the classic of the
stage and screen; and The Six
1 Vivej of Henry VIII, a dramatic
dance present stion.
Heath said there are several
one-act, student-directed plays
done each quarter in the Creative
Arts Center. Admission to thesr
one act plays is free to anyone
interested; however, there is an
admission charge of $3.00 ?or
adults and $2.50 for students to
the major productions held in the
Festival Playhouse,
He further added that a group
from the Department of Theatre
Arts will be touring area high
school in December, and in
March there wili be a group
touring the area elementary
schools.

So wncn menopause or widowhood comes, the old stop having
sex.
THE WIDOWED have it
rough, he said. "At least if they
arc still married you have a
couple to work with" and a
counselor can help.

"Please say 1 recommend/ 1
"Afterall. old age does take its
don't advocate those things."
says Dr. Henry Angelino. 67. an toll, especially on men." he said.
"Studies show a high percentage
accredited professor, sex researcher and marriage and sex of erectile difficulty and tencounselor, who knows his propos- sion."
"But." he said, "like one
als are startling.
woman told me, you can sleep
They arc the result of 2> years with someone and not do anyof study on sex and aging and his thing else...The aid know that
conclusion that old people in it's not just genital sex anymore.
America are "sexual outsiders." That may happen just once a
month, but there is touching,
THE YOUNG view everyone massaging and affection."
over 65, he said, "as sexless
beings " In a paper delivered
OLD SINGLE" WOVEN face
last month at the annual conven- tne worst sexual problems, he
tion of the American Psychologi- said. Elderly men are more free
cal Association in San Fr j i d s c o . to go out and circulate in our
he wrote "Somehow too many of society and they can marry young
us cannot mvision our parents women. He pointed to John
and grandparents having a good W/yne and singer Dean Martin,
time in bed—enjoying sex like all both attached to women decades
of us younger ones do."
younger than themselves.
Angelino said that myth is a
"But young men don't want
lingering side effect of "inherit- old women," the professor said,
ed Victorian standards" against and there aren't enough old men
sexual expression outside of mar- to go around. His study showed
riage and even then, only for that at age 60. women outnumpre creation. The elderly, people W W V V W W W W I W A W
who grew up in the first decades
of this century, beUsve the myth
most of all, bs said.
MWVW1AWM'

ber men 130-100; at age 75 the
ratio of women to men is 156100.
Angelino has found that women in that situation resort to
artificial stimulation or else give
up sex altogether at great cost to
their health and personalities.
FAR BETTER, he suggests are
any options that increase the
chance for "satisfactory companionship, fellowship, and continued «exual expression." He adds
that. "Old age it no time l..r
youth morality."
One possible solution, for
those who could cope with it.
Angelino suggest, is polygany.
He recommends that one man.
preferably "about 10 years
younger than his female cohorts
to ensure better sexual performance," share responsibilities
and expenses in a common
household with three or four
women. Condominiums, homes
or adjoining apartments might
work, he said.
Nonmarital cohabitation, couplings, communes, and homosexual companionship between the
elderly should also be viewed as
"pragmatic solutions" for those
"who no longer have matsts tnd
have a small chance r,t finding
one." he said.
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